
AN ANALYSIS OF THE RELEVANCE OF THE SCARLET LETTER BY

NATHANIEL HAWTHORNE

The Scarlet Letter, novel by Nathaniel Hawthorne, published in The work centers on Hester Prynne, a married woman
who is shunned after bearing a.

Chillingworth has been robbed of his wife. Allan Poe used opium, Hawthorne prefers a more safer way : the
light! When, at length, Hester and Dimmesdale meet again, they are ripe to fall more deeply and irrevocably
than before. Had they taken her from me, I would willingly have gone with thee into the forest, and signed my
name in the Black Man's book too, and that with mine own blood! Descendant of a prominent Puritan family
in Salem, Massachusetts among the earliest settlers of the Massachusetts Bay Colony , Hawthorne drew upon
"the old trunk of his family tree" as he called it to trace their history while portraying -and denouncing- the
puritan society and its harsh rules. The sumptuary which is also considered a sin in this puritan society.
Hawthorne weaves an analogy between sewing and writing and especially his type of writing that involves
interweaving, in intricacy, motifs and symbols, characters and events of his narrative. Hawthorne was
marginally associated with Emerson intellectual circle and some transcendentalist Emerson's literary
movement based on the oneness with nature and a direct relationship with the divine traces can be found in
The Scarlet Letter. Unlike the latter, moreover, it involves no risk; on the contrary, it is enforced by the whole
weight of social opinion. In a story of this calibre a complex of incidents would be superfluous. Above all, the
metaphor of the melancholic and mourning brook "whispering tales" and "telling unintelligible secrets" is
particularly beautiful and imprints an enduring image in the reader's mind. His self-respect, his peace, his love,
his soul, â€” all may go: only let his reputation remain! He therefore declines, as we are not long in finding
out, to allow the course of events to be influenced by the supposed moral rights or wrongs of either party. The
wand of Prospero, so far from aiding the uninititated, trips him up, and scorches his fingers. Table of Contents
Plot analysis The Scarlet Letter is a novel about what happens to a strict, tight-knit community when one of its
members commits a societal taboo, and how shame functions in both the public and private realms of life. And
this is again the "threshold" image which is used to represent the altered state of consciousness, almost
ghostly, the writer must achieve to get inspired and create storys. Stricken by guilt, Dimmesdale becomes
increasingly ill. After many years of being swept out of society, Hester realized that her punishment was far
worse than she deserved. But Prynne, himself delaying to adjust certain affairs, sends his young, beautiful,
wealthy wife in advance to assume her station in the pioneer settlement. English Book Reviews and Literary
Analyses The Scarlet Letter by Hawthorne is a classic masterpiece and a mandatory read for American
high-schoolers and English majors, and also often their nightmare But the beauty makes the ugliness only the
more impressive, because we feel it to be a magical or phantasmal beauty, enticing like the apples of Sodom,
but full of bitterness within. Much of the novel's introductory section, "The Custom House," is true, and is
based on Hawthorne's employment in the building of that same name in Salem, Massachusetts. When she
walked through the marketplace, she received scornful looks, as if society was rejecting her for her
wrongdoing. But the problem of Beatrice is more complicated than that of Pearl. Hawthorne unveils clearly
this shift at work from the beginning in chapter 7 seven years later : "The letter became the symbol of her
calling.


